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Author’s response to reviews:

1. Authorship change - change in corresponding author

- We sent a fully completed ‘Change of authorship request form’ to the editorial office.

2. Source of rats

- The rats were obtained commercially from Orinet Bio Co. (Seongnam, Korea) and we stated the company name in the “Methods”.

3. Age of the rats

- We used 16-week-old male Sprague-Dawley rats in this study.

4. Guidelines for animal treatment

- The rats were housed at room temperature (20–26 °C) under a 12-hlight/dark cycle with unlimited access to food.

4. Statistics software manufacturer

- We used SigmaStat 3.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) for statistical analyses. We included the software manufacture and country of the “SigmaStat” software.
5. Declarations heading
   - We added the heading “Declarations” before the “Acknowledgement” heading.

6. Remove editorial certificate
   - We removed editorial certificate.

7. Availability of data and material
   - The datasets used and/or analysed during the current study available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.

8. Authors' contributions (initials)
   - We represented authors names using their full initials.

9. Email addresses of all authors
   - We included the email addresses of all authors on the title page.

10. Clean copy
    - We uploaded our manuscript as a single, final clean version.